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Tornos finds the best spin for email
and file archiving with Arcplace

With Arcplace On-Demand Archiving Services Tornos reduced
data volumes by over 50%, improved performances and postponed
infrastructure upgrade investments
Zurich, 30. July 2007
Archiving emails and files without investment in infrastructure and internal know-how?
Industry leader Tornos has achieved this goal by deploying managed services from
Swiss company Arcplace AG: Arcplace is known for its innovative archiving solutions
including fully managed on-demand archiving services.
Established in 1880 and headquartered in Moutier, Switzerland Tornos Holdings SA
is a market leader in the design, research, development and manufacture of machine
tools, such as automatic lathes and high precision turned parts. The Company’s
products serve key markets including automotive, medical engineering, electronics
and watch industries. Its main products include some of the most advanced single
spindle automatics solutions. The Company has subsidiaries in Germany, France,
the United States, the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, Hong Kong and two sales offices
in China.
“Over the past years we have experienced an explosive growth in the number of
emails and files stored on our production systems,” said Francis Grosjean, IT Manager
at Tornos. “To control this growth, archiving older records automatically had therefore
been on our agenda for some time already. We did however not want to invest in
the necessary infrastructure and know-how internally and were therefore convinced by
the managed archiving services approach offered by Arcplace. Thanks to the use of
proven components and an intelligent architecture, the Arcplace services were furthermore highly competitive in terms of functionality and price.”
Just a few weeks after placing the order the Arcplace solutions had gone productive at
Tornos managing over 700 Mailboxes and two central file servers today with full scalability for handling additional assets and complying with the most stringent archiving
requirements in the future.
“With the Arcplace On-Demand Archiving Services we have been able to reduce
the volume of data on our production systems by over 50%”, adds Francis Grosjean.
“This has allowed us to reduce the size of our daily backups, improve performance
and postpone costly infrastructure upgrades. Intuitive shortcuts to the archived emails
and files combined with fast search and retrieval functionality has furthermore allowed
making archiving as transparent as possible for the end-users.”

On-Demand Email Archiving
Arcplace unique fully managed emails archiving solution allows organizations
to maximize the benefits of email as a communication tool while managing challenges
such as rapid messages volume growth and internal and external retention and
accessibility requirement. The Arcplace solution offers a wide range of functionality
including customer-defined policies for automatic archiving to the Arcplace online
storage, features for easy content search and retrieval, email journaling, PST migration
and offline archive for laptop users. More information is avaliable on our website
www.arcplace.ch
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On-Demand File Archiving
The Arcplace managed file archiving solution provides a cost effective and seamless approach to efficiently manage file storage via automated, policy-controlled
archiving to a centralized online storage. It integrates with any NTFS or CIFS file
systems taking control over the explosive growth of business content. Features
include policy based archiving, versioning, search and retrieval. More information
is avaliable at www.arcplace.ch
“The decision of Tornos to deploy our On-Demand Archiving Services confirms
our conviction that digital archiving does not need to be deployed and managed
in-house to be effective from a functional, security and cost standpoint.” says
Robbert Spierings, Managing Director of Arcplace AG.

About Arcplace
Arcplace AG is a Swiss provider of Information Management and Archiving solutions
for the enter-prise market. By combining state-of-the-art technology with innovative
delivery models, such as On-Demand or Managed Services, Arcplace is able to offer
companies of all sizes high-end solutions at attractive prices. Arcplaces’ goal is to
build solutions that comply with relevant laws and regulations, while reducing overall
IT costs and boosting end-user productivity. Alongside its solutions, Arcplace offers
specialized consulting services to help organizations in all the phases of an Information Management and Archiving project.
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